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Get onboard with digitalisation
to reap the benefits
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IEC Telecom’s vice-president - maritime Nabil Ben Soussia urges maritime
companies to get onboard the digital transformation train or risk missing the trip.
being able to access the vessel management system remotely enable
improved vessel and performance
monitoring as well as more efficient
maintenance regimes – saving time,
money, and helping to meet environmental and other targets.
There are challenges to be overcome when digitalising vessel operations, he agreed, speaking at the
forum. A stable and reliable connection is essential, as are robust back-up
systems.
Highlighting the risks to vessels
from cyber threats, he stressed the
need for comprehensive and effective
cybersecurity to be built into any digitalised systems, both onboard and
ashore. “The more autonomous ves-

“For the maritime sector, the march of digitalisation offers the opportunity for
greater efficiency, substantial cost savings, optimisation of vessel processes,
and vastly improved communications between ship and shore, as well as for
crew members,” Mr Ben Soussia told delegates attending the forum
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sels are, the higher the risk is of a
cyber-attack and the greater the
impact of that attack could be,” he
said, pointing out that the majority of
cyber threats can be eliminated with
the proper security processes in place.
One of the downsides to this rapid
pace of development is that maritime
regulation needs to move faster in
order to remain relevant and not
inhibit technological advancement.
The rapid rise of new technologies
requires a new set of global rules to
manage operations and potential
risks, Mr Ben Soussia warned.
Shipping is a highly regulated international market but the process of introducing new regulations or amending
existing ones takes many years and
this speed needs to increase in order to
keep up with the pace of change. DS
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peaking during Digital
Ship’s CIO forum held in
Singapore on October 9,
Mr Ben Soussia said, “Digitalisation brings great benefits and
has the potential to create greater
equality in the world. The reality is
that the train is leaving the station
and individuals and organisations
need to get onboard quickly.
“For the maritime sector, the
march of digitalisation offers the
opportunity for greater efficiency,
substantial cost savings, optimisation
of vessel processes, and vastly
improved communications between
ship and shore, as well as for crew
members.”
According to IEC, measures like

Marlink and Intelsat expand
connectivity services - 6
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https://www.gtmaritime.com/
GTMaritime has announced that it has
seen significant growth in the use of its
secure, maritime optimised email software
and other cybersecurity solutions as
shipowners and operators step up a gear to
harden onboard networks and protect
their ships from digital threats.
According to GTMaritime, many have
been spurred into action by IMO’s decision
to bring cybersecurity under the remit of
the ISM code from 2022.
Some 5,677 vessels are now employing
solutions from GTMaritime’s portfolio – an
increase of more than one-third over the
past year. Nearly one in ten vessels in the
global merchant fleet are using
GTMaritime technology to safeguard
onboard systems from malicious code.
Notably, the deployment of the madefor-maritime anti-virus solution GTSentinel
has jumped 23 per cent since September
2018, with nearly 1,500 vessels now subscribing. Standard antivirus protection software can underperform at sea due to patchy
connectivity and bandwidth constraints,
often leaving vessels and businesses at risk.
GTSentinel was developed specifically
by GTMaritime to overcome these failure
points. It allows fleet IT managers to
schedule the distribution of anti-virus
updates on a live, daily or weekly basis.
Updates need only be sent once to each

vessel and then propagated to all onboard
devices thanks to a unique serverless peerto-peer distribution mechanism. The
‘buddy system’ minimises the impact of
updates on the ship’s communications
infrastructure and lets fleet managers
strike a balance between airtime costs and
updating anti-virus software.
When coupled with GTMaritime’s
advanced email solution, GTMailPlus,
GTSentinel ensures vessels are equipped
with the highest level of protection against
ransomware, spam, viruses and malware.
In the last six months, GTMaritime services have stopped more than 59,500 malware attacks which were unknown to standard antivirus services and halted more

than 68,000 known viruses in their tracks.
They have also prevented more than
200,000 spam messages clogging up
onboard inboxes.
Mike McNally, who joined GTMaritime
last year as sales & marketing director, has
now taken on the role of global commercial
director, responsible for all sales, marketing, technical sales support and sales operations. He said: “As the leading independent provider of maritime email we feel a
responsibility to continuously enhance the
cybersecurity aspect of our solutions. We
have made hundreds of updates and
enhancements this year and will continue
to do our best to keep ahead of the threat
profiles.”

According to GTMaritime, many have been spurred into action by IMO’s decision
to bring cybersecurity under the remit of the ISM code from 2022

Pacific Gas signs up to Inmarsat’s Fleet Xpress
http://www.pacific-gas.com/
https://www.inmarsat.com/
Chinese Liquid Ethylene Gas (LEG)
shipowner Pacific Gas has signed up to
Inmarsat’s Fleet Xpress to enable digitalisation of its fleet.
The agreement also includes Inmarsat’s
Fleet Secure Endpoint, the new line of
defence in the multi-layered strategy to
thwart cyber threats.
Pacific Gas has committed to the new
Fleet Secure Endpoint solution within the
terms of its agreement to install Fleet Xpress
across all its operational ships by the end of
this year as well as on its future vessels.
The Hong Kong-headquartered group
has the capacity to carry 3 million tons of
cargo annually and has signalled intentions of an expansion beyond its existing
focus on very large gas carriers and liquefied ethylene gas carriers into Liquified
Natural Gas (LNG) carriers and Very
Large Ethane carriers (VLECs).
The ambitions of Pacific Gas have driv-

en evolving connectivity needs, demanding the bandwidth, seamless global coverage, guaranteed performance and 24/7
support available through Fleet Xpress,
according to Capt. Tao Yong, vice president fleet, Pacific Gas.
“Fleet Xpress helps us to scale our digital activities and complement the ship
management software that we installed for
resource planning on vessels,” said Capt.
Tao Yong. “With real-time data exchange,
vessels are now an extension to our shore
office and we base our operational efficiency and performance gains on continuous
monitoring and real-time upgrades and
assistance. Internet access at sea is also
vital for crew welfare and essential to
attracting and retaining talented crew.”
Capt. Tao Yong stated that always-on
connectivity and shipping’s progress
towards digitalisation creates new requirements to protect ships against cybercriminals. Stable connections are vital for a company continuously monitoring its ships
remotely using CCTV for security, for

Pacific Gas’ Pacific Rizhao
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example.
“With our growing dependence on
technology and providing open internet
access we could be susceptible to cyberattacks, so we needed more than a conventional anti-virus to protect our systems
24/7 and from the various kinds of evolving threats,” continued Capt. Tao Yong.
“As a modern shipowner we ensure that
all our vessels are equipped with state-ofthe-art technology and security systems
that complement Inmarsat’s global, secure
and reliable connectivity.”
Fleet Secure Endpoint monitors ship
systems for security breaches introduced at
‘endpoints’, either by malicious software or
by a new crew device with no security
installed, reporting a ‘rogue node’ and isolating them from the rest of the network
until issue resolution. Powered by ESET
Endpoint Security – recognised for its high
performance by industry authority Gartner
Inc. - Fleet Secure’s advanced monitoring
stands out from the competition by offering
the user a greater sense of control and
awareness over their environment.
“Pacific Gas is one of the growing number of quality operators adopting practical
and pragmatic mitigation strategies that
prioritise cybersecurity on shore and at
sea,” said Peter Broadhurst, senior vice
president of safety and security, Inmarsat.
“These companies recognise that the risks
of a cyberattack on a vessel extend beyond
loss of reputation; they include the risk of
delays to the ship and cargo delivery or
increased insurance premiums.”
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Anglo-Eastern and Naval Dome
ink cyber MoU

Hyundai and Intellian launch
smart ships satcom package

http://www.angloeastern.com/
https://navaldome.com

https://www.intelliantech.com/
https://www.hyundai-gs.com/

Global ship manager Anglo-Eastern has
inked a memorandum of understanding
on cybersecurity with Naval Dome.
Signed by Capt. Bjorn Hojgaard, CEO of
Anglo-Eastern, and Naval Dome CEO Itai
Sela, the agreement underpins the ship
manager’s commitment to protecting the
vessels and personnel under its management from cyber-attack.
Under the agreement, Naval Dome will
provide Anglo-Eastern with cybersecurity
research and consultancy services aimed at
ensuring its 650+ vessel fleet operates in an
environment resilient to the most sophisticated of cyber-attack.
With its advanced penetrative testing
capability and Security Level 4 accreditation, Naval Dome will carry out an evaluation of the company’s cyber position and
make recommendations, where necessary,
on how systems can be better protected.
Capt. Hojgaard said: “Cyber threats are
amongst the most serious challenges the
global shipping industry faces and we
share Naval Dome’s view that the industry
at large must do more to protect itself. The
MoU we have signed aims not only to
enhance the level of security across our
fleet, but to also encourage system
providers to retrofit systems installed
aboard the global fleet with more
advanced cyber protection.”
As part of the agreement, Naval Dome
and Anglo-Eastern will look to collaborate
with OEMs and OT (operational technology) service providers to incorporate more
effective security solutions for both newbuild vessels and existing ships with legacy equipment.
“We are delighted to sign this coopera-

Intellian has launched a satcom package
for smart ships with marine engineering
and service provider Hyundai Global
Service (HGS), a subsidiary of shipbuilding company Hyundai Heavy Industries
(HHI) group.
The package, which integrates satellite
communications with HHI’s existing
smart ship solution, was launched at the
HGS & Intellian Satellite Package
Launching Show at Nurimaru APEC
House in Busan, Korea on October 22. This
is the first joint project to come from the
companies’ signing of a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) in July.
The service is a combination of HHI’s
‘Integrated Smart Ship (ISS)’ solution – a
digital ecosystem for vessel and fleet management which incorporates a powerful
data analysis platform – and Intellian’s
satellite communications antenna systems.
HGS selected Intellian as partner due to its
broad range of innovative, resilient antennas, and its flexibility to operate with global service providers to provide comprehensive service to customers.

“Cyber threats are amongst the most
serious challenges the global shipping
industry faces” said Capt. Hojgaard

tion agreement with Anglo-Eastern. All
ships must operate with equipment capable of preventing the most sophisticated of
attacks from penetrating critical systems.
As such, we believe that all players –
shipowners, ship managers, offshore
operators, and OEMS – need to collaborate
more on how best to cost-effectively eradicate the problem once and for all. We
hope equipment suppliers will step up
to the challenge,” said Naval Dome CEO
Itai Sela.

The new package will provide HGS
with a standardised smart ship package
to supply for newly-built HHI ships,
while Intellian will secure new customers.
Moreover, as it offers internet provision
right from the sea trial, customers are
freed from the inconvenience of fitting
network services to the vessel. HGS will
also provide customer support for any
smart ship solution issues, guaranteeing
faster response times and trustworthy
service.
“This new product launch has great
implications for us as a disruptive venture
which could bring about big changes to the
smart ship paradigm. Through close partnership with Intellian, we will strengthen
our competitiveness to offer customer
value and take a step forward as a global
leader in the market,” said Kwang Heon
An, CEO of Hyundai Global Service.
Eric Sung, CEO of Intellian, stated:
“This product is the world’s first comprehensive package for smart ships, and can
be realised only through the global No.1
shipbuilding group. It is the first step to
leading the smart ship market. We will
deliver a totally new value to market endusers through our innovative technology.”

The new satcom smart ship package is a first step to standardisation in the industry

Thuraya and IEC Telecom offer all-in-one voice, tracking and monitoring solution
https://www.thuraya.com/
http://www.iec-telecom.com/
Thuraya has introduced a new maritime
voice solution with advanced two-way
tracking and monitoring capabilities to
improve vessel tracking and monitoring,
crew welfare, and voice communications.
MarineStar is Thuraya’s new flagship
voice terminal for entry-level maritime
users. The solution, which is available as
part of IEC Telecom’s satcom portfolio,
enables satellite calls to landlines, mobile
phones and other satellite phones and can
also connect to a standard analogue phone
as an extension or an onboard PBX.
Thuraya MarineStar offers functionality
in multiple languages to users and system
integrators. A range of physical interfaces
will support multiple sensors and thirdparty devices. Sensor information can be
transmitted easily and affordably, supporting onboard monitoring of operations. The
device also enables over-the-air programming and remote terminal access.
Low-cost, high-quality voice calls support day-to-day operations and keep crew
in touch with shore while at sea. The
MarineStar is backed by local numbering

plan and GSM roaming over the Thuraya
satellite network. As a result, users continue to stay connected on GSM numbers
even outside terrestrial coverage.
MarineStar is based on the same platform as other Thuraya voice hardware and
is particularly suited to small vessels,
while being highly scalable to satisfy the
operational requirements of larger vessels.
The service will be available through
Thuraya’s global distribution network and
will cover the world’s busiest sea routes

and fishing hotspots within the Thuraya
satellite footprint.
According to Thuraya, high demand for
Thuraya MarineStar is anticipated from
within the global fishing industry, which is
under increasing pressure to curb unreported and unregulated fishing. The
MarineStar makes compliance simple by
bundling all the essential elements into one
affordable package. Key applications
include Geofencing, Tracking, Alerts and
Fish Catch Reporting. Tracking is pack-

The new solution will improve vessel tracking and monitoring,
crew welfare, and voice communications
Digital Ship December 2019 / January 2020 page 4

aged as an end-to-end turnkey service
based on time, distance, speed and area,
with no extra hardware required. An SOS
button is included for use in emergencies.
Thuraya MarineStar is also ideal for
regional merchant fleets needing a backup
alternative to radio communications, GSM,
VSAT or any other primary voice communication service.
“Thuraya MarineStar represents a new
and important chapter in Thuraya’s maritime portfolio. With more than 300K small
vessels expected to benefit from the service, we are looking forward to working
with our distribution partners to roll out
Thuraya MarineStar worldwide and benefit from strong potential demand from
users for this game-changing solution,”
said Shawkat Ahmed, chief commercial
officer of Thuraya.
Nabil Ben Soussia, IEC Telecom, vice
president - maritime, said: “We are excited
to unveil this product together with
Thuraya, our strategic partner. Thuraya
MarineStar delivers the reassurance of constant connectivity and communications and
can cater to the operational requirements of
a wide variety of small and specialised vessels, such as workboats and fishing boats.”
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Marlink and Intelsat expand connectivity services
https://marlink.com/
http://www.intelsat.com/
Marlink and Intelsat have agreed to a
multi-year renewal and expansion of their
partnership to provide broadband services
to maritime vessels around the world.

The multi-year agreement will deliver
additional throughput to vessels via multiple layers of space-based coverage, ensuring that shipowners and operators have
the flexibility and access to reliable, highquality, always-on connectivity.
Under this extension, Marlink’s cus-

Left to right: Samer Halawi, Intelsat’s executive vice president, chief commercial officer
and Erik Ceuppens, chief executive officer, Marlink Group

tomers will benefit from greater onboard
connectivity. The flexibility, reliability and
reach provided by Intelsat’s global network of wide beam and high-throughput
Intelsat EpicNG satellites provide unprecedented high-speed connectivity to maritime vessels, enabling the delivery of a
diverse range of value-added services and
applications such as asset tracking and
improved cybersecurity that supports their
current and future connectivity needs.
“Our partnership is a great example of
how pairing Intelsat’s robust, global communications infrastructure with Marlink’s
diverse portfolio of communications solutions results in the ultimate connectivity
experience at sea,” said Samer Halawi,
Intelsat’s Executive vice president, chief
commercial officer. “With Intelsat’s global
connectivity, Marlink is delivering the
services that are most in demand by
shipowners and operators today. The
coverage and flexibility provided by
Intelsat’s space-based and terrestrial network allow Marlink to scale and meet
their customers’ increasing demands and
changing requirements.”
“The demand for dependable, highquality VSAT connectivity in the maritime
sector has increased significantly in recent
years,” commented Erik Ceuppens, chief
executive officer, Marlink Group.
“Together, Marlink and Intelsat have
matched this escalation every step of the
way, constantly working to drive improvements in service efficiency and resilience
for our customer base.”

Inmarsat releases field guide to ICT best practice at sea
https://www.inmarsat.com/
Inmarsat has published a practical guide to
help ship managers build onboard networks that are resilient and reliable as a
result of day-today operations at sea
becoming ever more reliant on ICT.
The Best Practice Information and
Communications
Technology
(ICT)
Recommendations, published by the
Inmarsat Research Programme, offers
guidance on maximising uptime and minimising cyber-vulnerabilities of onboard
networks and automated systems. The

comprehensive guide covers the design,
deployment and ongoing operational
management of shipboard ICT systems.
The new Inmarsat guide outlines how
to design a software environment that prioritises uptime but is also easy to maintain
long-term in terms of management and
planning for upgrades. It offers a framework for developing IT policy and advice
on best practice record-keeping for audits
such as the OCIMF Tanker Management
Self-Assessment scheme. Other topics
include satellite connection options, IoT
applications and crew access, and even the

benefits of virtual servers/workstations
for scalability and speedier recovery after
failure.
Guidance is also provided covering
expectations for cyber-security, in the context of coming revisions to the
International Ship Management code. In
fact, cyber-security is explored from multiple perspectives, including crew education
and drills, and approaches to IT system
lockdown/hardening.
Download
the
guide
here
https://www2.inmarsat.com/ICT_Guide
2019

Intellian joins
Iridium Certus
maritime portfolio
https://www.intelliantech.com/
https://www.iridium.com/
Iridium Communications has announced
Intellian as the newest manufacturer of
Iridium CertusTM maritime terminals.
Intellian is introducing the C700 terminal which will enable a variety of applications including safety, bridge and crew
welfare communications, connected ship
IoT capabilities like engine monitoring
and remote diagnostics, as well as situational awareness reports.
Developed for Iridium’s global network and designed to provide the fastest
L-band broadband service in the industry,
the C700 will deliver up to 352kbps transmission and 704kbps reception speeds
through the Iridium Certus platform. Its
12-element patch technology also ensures
seamless connectivity, even in adverse
weather or environments.
“Iridium and Intellian have worked
closely together to develop our C700
Iridium Certus antenna, and we are proud
to now reveal this product to the world.
We expect that the new C700 will provide
enhanced safety and communications
services at sea, delivering added value
to our customers,” said Eric Sung, CEO
of Intellian.
Iridium Certus offers a unique opportunity to develop both terminals and
applications with the advantage of a truly
global network which supports engineering small form factor, cost-effective hardware for the maritime industry. As an
L-band network, Iridium is positioned to
provide safety services, including those
for the Global Maritime Distress and
Safety System (GMDSS), expected in early
2020.
“Intellian brings years of world-class
engineering, performance and industry
leadership to the Iridium Certus product
portfolio, and Iridium Certus enables
Intellian to create new products without
the borders and limitations of other networks,” said Wouter Deknopper, vice
president and general manager of maritime, Iridium. “This is an exciting time to
add such a respected industry name to the
Iridium partner family, and we look forward to the terminal becoming commercially available in the first half of 2020.”

Orolia and SRH Marine collaborate on cyber-safe e-navigation
https://www.oroliamaritime.com/
https://www.srhmar.com/
Orolia Maritime is working in close collaboration with SRH Marine to integrate
Orolia Maritime’s M-SecureSync cybersecurity capabilities into its new automated
digital services distribution platform.
SRH Marine’s Resilient Navigation
solution “SecureNav+” is due to be
launched by end of 2019. This new agnostic solution links a vessel’s Very Small
Aperture Terminal (VSAT) or Fleet
Broadband (FBB), Electronic Chart Display
and Information System (ECDIS) and
Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)

receiver, allowing shipowners and operators to use the device as a data bridge to
review and update ECDIS data. With the
inclusion of Orolia Maritime’s MSecureSync capabilities, this combined
solution will allow ships sailing paperless
to analyse their GNSS source for jamming
or spoofing interference, offering shipowners the combined e-navigational security of
GNSS signal integrity and chart accuracy.
“We are thrilled to be working with
SRH Marine,” said Chris Loizou, vice president maritime at Orolia. “This innovative
collaboration builds on Orolia Maritime’s
strengths in resilient GNSS solutions,
offering both vessel and shoreside man-

agement a unique e-navigational security
solution during a period of increased concern over GNSS cyber safety.”
SRH Marine Group chief operating officer, Panayiotis Giannoulis, stated: “We’re
pleased to be working with Orolia
Maritime on this, building on our existing
partnership. The SecureNav+ solution will
bring more resilient navigation and ensure
shipowners have access to the latest e-navigation information. The incorporation of
M-SecureSync capabilities will give our
customers the peace of mind that they are
protected by a multi-layered suite of cybersecurity resilience for threats to critical
GNSS signals.”
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Intellian has become the newest
manufacturer of Iridium CertusTM
maritime terminals
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KVH ships 10,000th VSAT system
https://www.kvh.com/
KVH Industries has shipped its 10,000th
VSAT satellite communications system.
Starting in 2007, KVH introduced the
TracPhone V7, the first maritime 60 cm
VSAT terminal, and the mini-VSAT
Broadbandsm service. Since then it has
delivered high-speed connectivity, voice
service, IoT capabilities, and content to
commercial vessels and leisure yachts
around the world.
“We set out to make satellite communications reliable, cost effective, and more
accessible to seafarers through innovations
in technology, satellite services, and business models,” said Martin Kits van
Heyningen, KVH chief executive officer.
“The accelerating adoption of our
TracPhone VSAT systems and connectivity
delivered by our high-throughput satellite
(HTS) network reflects the demand for the
affordable airtime, fast data speeds, network security, IoT proactive monitoring,

and value-added services that we deliver.
The ability to offer a fully integrated solution, which we see as the KVH Advantage,
is desirable both to leisure boaters who
wish to remain connected to friends and
family on shore as well as the commercial
industry in which the connected ship is
rapidly becoming a reality.”
The 37 cm TracPhone V3-HTS is the
fastest ultra-compact maritime VSAT
antenna while the TracPhone V7-HTS is a
60 cm diameter Ku-band antenna.
In March 2019, KVH introduced the
TracPhone V11-HTS, the world’s fastest 1metre Ku/C-band maritime VSAT antenna, designed to deliver worldwide data
speeds as fast as 20 Mbps down/3 Mbps
up. Both the TracPhone V7-HTS and V11HTS offer a unique dual-channel configuration that provides simultaneous highspeed and unlimited use data channels for
optimal flexibility. All three TracPhone
HTS-series systems are designed for
KVH’s mini-VSAT Broadband HTS

network,
which
utilises
Intelsat’s
FlexMaritime service to deliver multi-layered Ku-band coverage, enabling vessels to
see multiple HTS and wide beam satellites
for maximum availability of broadband
service.
KVH’s VSAT systems also feature the
Integrated CommBoxTM Modem (ICM), a
streamlined belowdecks unit that replaces
the need for a rack full of components and
integrates all antenna control, onboard network management, and modem functions
in one small unit. The ICM also receives
onboard news, entertainment, and operations content sent via KVH’s patented
IP-MobileCast multicast content delivery
service.
KVH also offers AgilePlans, a subscription-based CaaS model for the commercial
maritime sector. The AgilePlans program
offers KVH’s global connectivity, VSAT
hardware, news, entertainment, and training content, and free installation in as
many as 4,000 ports and locations around

KVH Industries has shipped its 10,000th
VSAT satellite communications system
the world. It has been the driving force
behind the company’s growth in VSAT
unit deployments. In the second quarter of
2019, it accounted for more than 69 per
cent of KVH’s total commercial maritime
VSAT shipments and helped drive an 11
per cent increase in VSAT shipments compared to the same period in 2018.

NSSLGlobal’s VSAT supports S&R in Mediterranean
https://www.nsslglobal.com/
NSSLGlobal has announced the provision
of its high-speed VSAT service to Sea-Eye
e.V., a German registered, non-profit
organisation working to rescue refugees
from hazardous conditions at sea.
Alongside its VSAT connectivity,
NSSLGlobal is also providing tracking
hardware, safety systems and training fundamental to the search and rescue (SAR)
missions that the non-governmental
organisation (NGO) is conducting across
the Mediterranean Sea.
Founded in 2015, the NGO, Sea-Eye
e.V., operates vessels sailing from Spain to

the Mediterranean to undertake search
and rescue operations to save the lives of
refugees in distress during their perilous
journeys to Europe. NSSLGlobal has
helped to equip Sea-Eye’s third vessel, the
Alan Kurdi, – a 38.6metre converted
research vessel – into one of the best-connected SAR NGO vessels in-region.
The contract includes VSAT IP@EURO
20, Accounting Authority (AAIC) and
Long Range Identification and Tracking
(LRIT) services, and the Global Maritime
Distress and Safety System (GMDSS) A3
upgrade, allowing the vessels to use
NSSLGlobal’s end-to-end VSAT service
communication systems.

In addition, it makes it possible for SeaEye e.V. to broadcast live video to illustrate the urgency of rescue missions at sea
to the European public and the media.
"Sea-Eye e.V. has chosen NSSLGlobal's
VSAT service because of its high-speed
connection, based on a strong recommendation. The NSSLGlobal team has always
supported our mission. Everyone who
works at Sea-Eye e.V. is volunteering. Our
ship is staffed by professional seafarers.
The management team also relies on real
professionals ashore. Therefore, we have
relied on the support and advice of
NSSLGlobal, and they have gone beyond
that to ensure that our ships are seawor-

thy,” said Gorden Isler, chairman, SeaEye e.V.
“It’s a huge motivator to see our technologies being used for such a worthy
cause and making a difference at a humanitarian level,” commented Henrik
Christensen, CEO Continental Europe,
NSSLGlobal. “The team at Sea-Eye e.V. are
doing an amazing job and have saved
almost 15,000 people from drowning over
the years. We’ve been incredibly
impressed by the heart and conviction
shown by them, and we’re hoping our
expertise and support will continue to help
the team make the difference to those who
need it most.”
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COMMUNICATIONS & CYBER SECURITY

It’s not about the box: new frontiers in
managing shipboard communication networks
An explosion in applications, functionality and integration has pushed network tools to new frontiers,
writes Sandro Delucia, commercial maritime product director, Speedcast.

S

hipowners are demanding ever
more from their communications providers, not just in
terms of service quality and
speed, but in the management of onboard
networks, the services available to them
and the need for protection of their assets.
It’s a complex commitment that can’t be
met by selling ‘me-too’ services or merely
white-labelling someone else’s hardware.
Selecting the right smart network and data
management platform is a decision that
should be driven by what users really want
and how we can help them achieve it.
The critical issue to understand is that
there is no one requirement that fits all –
even for operators in similar markets; but
instead there is a range of different needs
across multiple merchant shipping sectors.
The industry is at a crossroads in terms
of the new functionality available onboard,
with inputs from so many areas changing
what is possible and enriching the experience for enterprise and crew connectivity.
A product which started off as a network
management device and the means for
crew access is starting to turn into something much broader.
Vessel owners need to ask themselves
‘is this the system that assists me to easily
deploy, manage and maintain my onboard systems?’ This a process they have
to undertake for themselves, to explore
short term needs in their day-to-day work
and the longer term demands of a digital
strategy.
Designing a system with the customer
in mind, reflecting the journey that they’re
taking, means we can really take into consideration what people actually do on a
day-to-day basis and build something
which is correlated to those activities as
closely as possible.
Doing that means you can build something that’s more applicable and more
valuable to the end user and to those supporting the system.

For the provider it’s historically been
very easy to design something from a technical point of view and say; ‘that’s the way
it is, you push that button and you do this
and that’. Equally important is not to
approach the problem from the point of
view of putting a box on the ship and leaving it there.
We have to consider scenarios where
we can use its power and flexibility in
unorthodox ways to service a whole range
of different requirements. The Speedcast
SIGMA platform was designed with direct
input and close co-operation with the shipping companies that use it, from IT managers to crew, as well as with people who
work at the front end of the business.
Gathering insight from people who are

combined with an operationally aware
software engineering team that can keep
delivering innovative solutions.
That process exists today on a global
basis, thanks to Speedcast’s acquisitions
which have brought additional input from
a variety of market verticals including
cruise, ferry, superyachts and energy.
Features designed for the high bandwidth
energy and cruise and ferry sectors push
the boundaries and the mainstream merchant market reaps the dividend.
As a result we can design our systems to
meet the greater need for quality of service
control, functionality and integration than
has previously been available to the mass
consumers of bandwidth.
The SIGMA platform pulls inputs from

The critical issue to understand is that there is no one requirement that fits all
– even for operators in similar markets, says Sandro Delucia,
commercial maritime product director, Speedcast
working in these industries every day
means that we can go beyond feature
development and consider practical real
world workflows.
We combine this with input from the
subject matter experts in our product
working group who have a multitude of
experience in satellite communications, IT
and maritime roles. That exposure and
experience in a multitude of disciplines is

many different sources and the tools we
integrate can be used for new applications,
integrations and service delivery often
without the need to buy an additional box.
Our solutions go from the entry level all
the way through to extreme bespoke systems that are specified for high degrees of
redundancy and performance.
For Speedcast, the game-changer in
terms of delivery of data and services is the

use of ‘Virtual Machines’ to make it simpler to host much more complex products
and services on the platform, allowing
SIGMA to be installed on existing infrastructure or for legacy servers to be migrated to the platform.
Functionality has evolved from comparatively simple network WAN switching to
many different layers of control and
sophistication that enable each customer to
model their particular operating scenarios
and address the specific problems that
they’re trying to solve onboard a vessel.
Our in-house ‘TrueBeam’ selection service is a totally bespoke development originally made for the cruise market. It uses
techniques such as pre-empting the weather to see whether ships should switch
beforehand to a different signal.
In addition to being built around real
world processes, one of our key philosophies is ease of use and not requiring users
to do things they don’t need to. It seems contradictory but sometimes it’s most efficient
to put in a system with no modification
while at other times it’s better to have full
optimisation for how the traffic is managed.
All of this requires a keen eye on cybersecurity, something we provide on SIGMA.
Speedcast Cyber Security as a Service
(CSaaS) provides industry standard protection and is in compliance with industry
guidelines and emerging regulations.
What is happening in maritime is that
what was once considered a basic network
management component has significant
added value and high performance is
increasingly the standard offering. This
process of evolution is not one that is
showing any signs of slowing down.
In fact, we receive new requests and
requirements for new and novel solutions
on an almost daily basis. Being able to
respond to that quickly, drawing on the
broadest range of expertise and technology
means we can make it about much more
than just the box.
DS

KVH introduces TracVision UHD7 for ultra HD 4K entertainment at sea
https://www.kvh.com/
KVH Industries has introduced the
TracVision UHD7, a high-performance 60
cm (24 inch) marine satellite TV antenna
designed to provide boat owners, charter
yacht guests, and commercial vessel crews
with access to ultra high-definition (UHD)
and 4K programming from DIRECTV as
well as regular HD programming from
other satellite TV providers.
Designed for ease of installation and
use, TracVision UHD7 features two-cable
installation, fast satellite acquisition
speeds, and system control via the
TracVision TV-Hub web interface or con-

venient TracVision app. The antenna features multi-axis tracking and a rugged,
lightweight design.
“The TracVision UHD7 builds on
KVH’s 20-plus years of experience designing and delivering award-winning marine
satellite TV products to bring boat owners
the fantastic picture quality and favourite
TV programming they want,” said Jim
George, KVH’s senior director of global
leisure sales. “The TracVision UHD7 is
designed to make their time on the water
even more enjoyable.”
TracVision UHD7 is designed to be as
versatile as possible to satisfy boat owners’
demand for a variety of satellite TV pro-

gramming services, including DIRECTV,
DISH Network, and Bell. Using KVH’s
patented
TriADTM
technology,
TracVision UHD7 is designed to provide
DIRECTV programming, including local
channels and DVR support, by receiving
broadcasts from three DIRECTV satellites
simultaneously. TracVision UHD7 is also
designed for compatibility with DISH
Network via a built-in KVH-exclusive
DISH Pro Module for receiving DISH
Network programming throughout U.S.
waters, Mexico, Central America, and the
Caribbean. In addition, TracVision UHD7
is designed for compatibility with Bell service while travelling in Canadian waters.
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Q&A with Mike McNally,
Global Commercial Director, GTMaritime
Mike McNally, global commercial director, GTMaritime reveals why he joined the shipping industry,
the challenges he’s faced, and some of the most important lessons he’s learned since joining GTMaritime.
What brought you to the shipping industry and GTMaritime?
The sea dominated the first half of my
career. I attended a maritime academy and
then went on to sail as a deck officer mostly on product tankers, before switching to
the offshore energy sector where I served
on supply vessels and anchor handlers. For
a few years, I ran a commercial fishing
operation. Looking back, I’m appreciative
of the insights these years brought into the
way our industry works.
When it was time to come ashore, I
carved out a role in the IT industry designing relational databases for Fortune 500
companies. In the 1990s, I decided to
merge the shipping and software strands
of my career and I’ve been involved in the
marketing of IT-based solutions for the
marine industry ever since.
Ever since shipping began to see the full
potential of digitalisation, the need for
secure data communication and to protect
our industry from the cyber-criminals has
become increasingly critical. This eventually pulled me into the gravitational field of
GTMaritime as a company offering innovative solutions that tackle these problems
head on.

What's been the most challenging project
you've worked on so far?
Managing growth is always a challenge
and our growth has been quite rapid as we
have kept pace with demand, especially
for our onboard cybersecurity solution.
Our approach has been to build a global
network of trusted Value Added Resellers
and, in part, sustaining high customer satisfaction has had to do with the unswerving support of our partners.
As an aside, I might add that renewing
our corporate website turned out biting off
more than I bargained for, but we’re making steady progress on that front too as
part of our continuous development!
What's the most rewarding aspect of
your role?
I feel fortunate to have found a role supporting the shipping industry in tackling
a serious problem with products I can be
proud of. Day in, day out our services are
protecting seafarers around the world
from the distress caused by accidentally
responding to a carefully-crafted spoof
email. Of course, it’s unlikely that seafarers will thank GTMaritime: from the enduser perspective, the better our services

get the more invisible they become.
What's been the most important lesson
you've learned in your job at
GTMaritime?
Listen to your customers because they,
more than anyone else, know the problems
they’re facing. It’s important we remind
ourselves that we do not have all the
answers ourselves, so every conversation
matters. Paying attention, asking lots of
questions and understanding pain-points
not only helps you identify the most
appropriate solution and add a new client
to the roster, but gives you a sense of how
requirements are evolving across the
industry, which is invaluable for future
product development.
What do you see as the biggest challenges
and opportunities facing the maritime
sector right now?
A big challenge – and opportunity – for
fleet operators is finding ways of managing and using all the information a modern
ship generates to best advantage. There is
no end to the number of datacentric solutions coming into the shipping market, but
that is not our area of expertise. Our role,
as GTMaritime, is to make sure firstly that
information is securely handled and does
not end up in the wrong hands, and secondly that increased data flow is prioritised and optimised regardless of the communications pathway.
What aspect of the modern shipping
industry most surprised you?
The enthusiasm for autonomous shipping
has been something of a surprise. I find it
hard to believe that automation can supplant years of accumulated experience and
training of a competent human crew.
During my time at sea, there were numerous situations where I had to dig deep to
come up with workarounds to keep things
upright. I wish them the best of luck building that into the seagoing version of Alexa!

“I find it hard to believe that automation can supplant years of accumulated experience
and training of a competent human crew. During my time at sea, there were numerous
situations where I had to dig deep to come up with workarounds to keep things upright.
I wish them the best of luck building that into the seagoing version of Alexa!”
- Mike McNally, global commercial director, GTMaritime.

What's the most unusual place you've
got to visit in your career - and what
impression did it leave?
People over place. It’s the people you meet

Mike McNally, global commercial director
at GTMaritime
and spend time with that make a place
special.
Where do you see GTMaritime heading
in the next five years?
GTMaritime has set a course to continue
developing and delivering innovative
solutions to defend shipping against the
growing threat the cyber criminals pose to
its secure data requirements.
Who is your maritime hero?
Popeye!
Do you have a favourite ship or vessel
type? What makes it special?
I have always had a great admiration for
ships that change the paradigm in some
way. As a cadet, I became fascinated by the
SS United States. Its radical design helped
it break numerous records for transatlantic
crossings in both directions. In combination, the lightweight superstructure, superpowerful steam turbines and four giant
propellers made that ship capable of a
cruising speed of 35 knots. The Big U, as
she was called, was truly memorable, even
though we live in a world where slowsteaming has become the new normal. DS

OSI achieves Cyber Essentials Plus certification
https://osimaritime.com/
OSI Maritime Systems has announced that
it has qualified for Cyber Essential Plus
certification, a rigorous certification process, awarded by DigitalXRAID.
The certification evaluates a candidate’s
Boundary Firewalls and Internet Gateways,
Secure Configuration, Patch Management,

Access Control, and Malware Protection.
“We are committed to continuous
improvement,” stated Ken Kirkpatrick,
president and CEO. “Equally important
to us is having a secure and trusted cyber
environment for our global workgroups
and customers.”
Cyber Essentials offers two certification
options, Cyber Essentials and Cyber

Essentials Plus. The “Plus” certification
enrols an independent Certification Body
to carry out the cybersecurity verification
and which includes applying additional
stress testing of systems through the use of
external scans.
“In addition to the third-party validation, ‘Plus’ adds a higher layer of achievement,” Mr. Kirkpatrick continued, “OSI
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places great emphasis on third-party verification of its processes, systems, and products such as ECPINS – our view on cybersecurity is no different.”
OSI’s ECPINS is the only Warship
Electronic Charting Display Information
System (WECDIS) that meets and has been
independently certified against NATO
WECDIS STANAG 4564 Ed. 2.
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KONGSBERG and MAN Energy Solutions agree to collaborate
on common data infrastructure
https://www.kongsberg.com/
https://www.man-es.com/
KONGSBERG and MAN Energy Solutions
have signed a Memorandum of
Understanding to explore the potential for
collaboration on a common data infrastructure for the maritime sector.
The collaboration aims to broaden the
value offering to vessel operators, improve
return on investment in digital solutions
and increase the adoption of secure connectivity. One of the key challenges for the
broader adoption of digital solutions is the
high cost of capturing quality data from
the vessels, which leaves vessel owners
and operators with an unattractive ROI on
their digital investments.
Under the MoU, MAN Energy Solutions
is set to investigate the possibility of using
Kongsberg Digital’s data-infrastructure
solution, Vessel Insight, to securely collect
and transmit data using MAN Energy

Solution’s digital platform, MAN CEON.
A successful trial would allow MAN
Energy Solutions to use advanced services
such as PrimeServ Assist, its remote monitoring and optimisation package, to better
serve customers.
“The complexity of data capture and
transfer drives up the cost of these essentially non-core activities and prevents efficient development of value adding solutions to the market. Collaboration between
vendors in the industrial digital value
chain is therefore a win-win for vendors,
who can focus on digital development
within their core competencies, and customers, who will get faster access to better
and more cost-efficient solutions,” said
Hege Skryseth, president of Kongsberg
Digital and EVP of Kongsberg.
“Our commitment is to help our customers increase the safety, reliability and
predictability of their individual vessel
performance and overall fleet. Through

ShipServ delivers full integration
solution for AMOS Group
https://www.shipserv.com/
https://www.amosgroup.com/
Maritime
e-procurement
platform
ShipServ has announced that it will deliver a full supplier integration solution for
AMOS Group, the SGX-listed global
provider of diversified products services
and solutions to the marine and offshore
industries.
The new full integration solution will
enable AMOS Group to increase efficiencies and the speed of processing multiple
transactions, significantly reducing labour
time as well as quickly responding to
RFQs. According to ShipServ, this will
help drive customer retention and the ability to win more business through faster
turnaround times.
AMOS Group has said that the development is an important part of its digitalisation strategy, which includes investing
in the implementation of a new ERP
(Enterprise Resource Planning) system as
it looks to strengthen its global customer
network and deliver a campaign of facility
modernisation and certification. This is
designed to deliver efficiency improvements and enhance capabilities across its
11 international locations in Asia, the
Middle East and Europe.
“The shipping and offshore markets
are being transformed by the opportunities of digitalisation and using technology
to drive efficiencies and improve the ability and performance in responding to customer demands and delivering more
value. Our focus is on providing our customers with a modern, seamless and
streamlined logistics and supply infrastructure; integrating the ShipServ trading
platform into our ERP system is a critical
component to achieving this and an
important element within our digitalisation journey,” said Dan Tan, chief execu-

tive officer, AMOS Group.
Prior to the integration, AMOS Group
was utilising ShipServ’s SmartSupplier
solution, the advanced Outlook-style
order management tool used to prioritise
and manage transactions. As AMOS
Group has grown and expanded, the
number of transactions that it processes
daily has also risen exponentially. By fully
integrating with the ShipServ platform,
AMOS Group can respond to RFQs and
quote directly from its new ERP system,
which enables it to better automate the
fulfilment of orders with existing and
prospective customers, as well as providing greater visibility and control over the
entire process.
The integration will be phased, with the
initial steps focusing on integrating its
Shanghai and Hong Kong offices with the
ShipServ platform, followed by the Korea
office in phase two.
Sharon Gill, senior VP sales and general manager Singapore, ShipServ commented: “When the number of transactions that a supplier processes reaches a
critical mass, full integration with the
ShipServ platform provides a significant
return on investment. They benefit from
significant savings in labour time
throughout the year driving operational,
productivity and transactional efficiencies. It also provides them with total control and transparency over the entire RFQ
and order transaction process with customers and prospects, automating outbound and inbound information, quotes
and purchase orders. The development in
AMOS Group adopting our most
advanced supplier solution also demonstrates the strength of our relationship
with the company, the value we provide
and how e-procurement is seen as a fundamental element within the digitalisation
of the maritime industry.”

this co-operation, we aim to securely
onboard our customers faster to provide
our new digital services, advanced analytics and support – areas where we can provide unique benefits to their business. As
an additional benefit, I also expect faster

development of our core functionality,
supported by a stronger focus and customer interaction,” said Per Hansson, head
of digital and strategy at MAN Energy
Solutions.
The MoU was signed in September.

The MoU between KONGSBERG and MAN Energy Solutions will see the companies
collaborate to examine a common data infrastructure for the maritime industry

J. Lauritzen rolls out Marlink ITLink
service across gas carrier fleet
https://marlink.com/
https://www.j-lauritzen.com/
Danish shipping company J. Lauritzen has
selected Marlink to deploy fully integrated
and managed IT services on all Lauritzen
Kosan managed gas carriers.
The solution will be based on Marlink’s
ITLink portfolio, with the KeepUp@Sea
platform enabling automation of software
and security updates, network and PC
health monitoring and remote access for
fast issue resolution. Once implemented,
Lauritzen Kosan will benefit from a fully
standardised ICT setup across its fleet,
and have the flexibility to manage growth
and changes in a cost and time efficient
manner.
The ITLink managed services optimises vessel IT infrastructure and processes,
enabling a reduction in operational and
support needs while simultaneously
improving the stability of onboard
networks.
In addition to maintaining the cyber
resilience of Lauritzen Kosan’s vessel IT
network and automating previously timeconsuming manual processes such as file

distribution and system updates,
Marlink’s future-proof platform will also
proactively improve Lauritzen Kosan’s IT
compliance in the face of forthcoming legislation, such as the cybersecurity requirements which the IMO has mandated for
incorporation in safety management systems by January 2021.
“IT and operational technology are key
to securing the safety of our ships, crews
and cargoes so it’s vital that our onboard
systems are always available for updates
and increased security,” said Lars Kirstein,
head of Vessel IT, Lauritzen Kosan.
“Providing our new range of ITLink
solutions is a key milestone to enable further automation and digitalisation for
Lauritzen Kosan in the liquefied gas ocean
transportation sector,” added Tore Morten
Olsen, president maritime, Marlink. “In an
environment with very specific demands
within one of the most advanced maritime
transportation segments, the unique functionality of our ITLink solutions including
the KeepUp@Sea platform will help to
take the firm’s safety, efficiency, reliability, compliance and cost-effectiveness to
the next level.”

The Stella Kosan LPG Tanker. Image courtesy of Lauritzen Kosan
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K Line to use AI for greater insight into shipping markets
https://www.kline.com/
Kawasaki Kisen Kaisha (K Line) has
reached an agreement with Hiroshima
University, the National Institute of
Maritime, Port and Aviation Technology
(MPAT) and Marubeni Corporation
(Marubeni) to jointly work on research
and analysis on maritime logistics and
shipping market conditions using artificial
intelligence (AI).
The purpose of the research is to estimate maritime logistics by combining data
and technology, and to explore the possibility of developing predictive models
with high accuracy.
According to K Line, the shipping market is one of the more difficult economic

indicators to predict because it fluctuates edge on shipping cultivated for the past
greatly under the influence of various 100 years with new experience and knowlmarket and social conditions, and some- edge of Hiroshima University, MPAT and
times market sentiment. The research car- Marubeni.
ried out by the companies is
expected to enable more accurate and transparent business
decisions.
K Line said in a statement
that it is working to improve the
quality of existing service based
on safety in navigation and
cargo operations to high-valueadded services which can contribute to strengthening relationships with its customers.
K Line will continue to proArtificial intelligence (AI) will be used to carry out
mote the creation of new values
research and analysis on maritime logistics and
shipping market conditions
by combining its own knowl-

Shipping trio share data with ONE through common data platform
https://www.kline.co.jp/
https://www.mol.co.jp/
https://www.nyk.com/
https://www.one-line.com/
Kawasaki Kisen Kaisha (K LINE), Mitsui
O.S.K Lines (MOL), and Nippon Yusen
Kabushiki Kaisha (NYK) have begun sharing operational data acquired from the
monitoring system installed in their container ships with their charter, Ocean
Network Express (ONE).
The data is being shared through the
IoS-Open Platform (IoS-OP) promoted by
Ship Data Centre (ShipDC).
As K LINE, MOL, and NYK have managed the data by different frameworks,
ONE was required to carry out data conversion. With the IoS-OP’s automatic con-

gated resulting in simplifying analysis and
management of integrated operational
data of ONE’s fleet.
ONE aims to use this data
to improve the accuracy of
performance evaluations of
individual vessels and
machinery, and to achieve
safer and more efficient vessel operations.
This data sharing will significantly increase the volume of ship operational data
distributed through IoS-OP,
and further contribute to
acceleration of data collecThe trio of shipping companies have agreed to share their tion, distribution, and utilioperational data with ONE to improve the accuracy of
sation through IoS-OP withperformance evaluations of vessels and machinery
in the maritime industry.

version function to the standard names in
line with ISO19848, which is provided by
ShipDC, data conversion burden is miti-

AST launches
INTEGRA Edge Cloud
https://www.theastgroup.com/
Provider of intelligent remote communication solutions, Applied Satellite
Technology (AST) has announced the
launch of INTEGRA Edge Cloud.
INTEGRA Edge Cloud is the shore-side
traffic analysis and management platform
for the INTEGRA Edge service. It provides
fleet and operations managers with current and historical metrics and analytics of
all communications networks used
onboard, allowing full visibility of both
system, network and crew usage.
Users gain access via AST’s multi-function online connection management portal,
My AST Portal, allowing them to monitor
any vessel at any time without having to
directly connect to the ship, cutting down
on time and costs, and providing increased
intelligence for improved efficiency.
It further enhances INTEGRA Edge
which allows a ship’s captain to control all
onboard communications whether satellite, cellular and WiFi through one simple
intuitive interface making it easy to switch
seamlessly to the most cost-effective connection at any point in time and save
money. The solution also incorporates an
integrated firewall, web and content filtering to restrict which data is allowed on and
off the vessel, and a captive portal to manage the crew’s internet access efficiently.
AST Group managing director, Gregory
Darling commented: “We are delighted to
present INTEGRA Edge Cloud at
Europort. We are innovators at heart, and
we develop our solutions with the customer in mind, focusing on operational
efficiency, costs savings and ease of use.”

Influencing Business signs up as Inmarsat Fleet Data application provider
https://www.inmarsat.com/
https://www.gruppo-ib.com/
IB Influencing Business has signed an
agreement with Inmarsat allowing the
company to join the fast-growing group of
application providers to provide a dedicated application for Inmarsat’s Fleet Data
service.
Developed by Inmarsat and Danelec
Marine, and made commercially available
earlier this year, Fleet Data collects data
from onboard sensors, pre-processes that
data, and uploads it to a central cloudbased database, equipped with a dashboard and an Application Process Interface
(API).
This simplifies the task of data collection and gives a software provider such as
IB the opportunity to focus on providing
vessel performance software.
“IB Influencing Business has developed
its own data collecting box,” said IB
marine CEO Giampiero Soncini, “and we
have already installed them on hundreds
of ships. But of course, using dedicated
hardware such as Fleet Data, which is
already installed, makes our task of
installing our cloud-based solution
extremely easy, and much cheaper to our
customers. So, we definitively welcome
this agreement with Inmarsat.”

Once
interfaced
with
onboard
Navigation and Engine automation plants,
IB InfoSHIP Performance software allows
a range of possible analysis relevant to
navigation and engine monitoring and
control. InfoSHIP Performance is a system
composed of hardware and software modules, capable of benchmarking fleet performances and advising in real time personnel onboard and ashore or easing the technical management of the company in energy governance decisions through analysis
of data recorded over a long period of
time.
The IB system helps shipping companies comply with existing and known
forthcoming regulations (SEEMP, EEOI,
MRV, IMO DCS for instance), while allowing relevant fuel consumptions by optimising propulsion efficiency, trim and speed,
and evaluating the ship performances after
every refitting or maintenance action carried out, including silicon paint, propeller
change, and more.
It also allows completely customised
alarm and alert systems and reporting of
fuel consumption. IB sells Performance
either as a stand-alone system or integrated in its flagship product InfoSHIP.
FORCE (Fleet Operations Remote
Control Centre), where all operational and
navigation aspects of a fleet are displayed

in a control room, or at the desks of the different operators.
On the navigation side, InfoSHIP
Performance controls and memorises all
aspects of navigation, including all voyages performed, in electronic format, to be
displayed at any time. It records position,
fuel consumption, meteorological and
engine data every five seconds, and sends
the relevant compressed average ashore
every five minutes, to allow real-time monitoring of every aspect of the navigation.
“This represents the second level of
the IMO MASS (Marine Autonomous
Surface Ships) Four Level plan to reach
fully autonomous ships,” continued
Mr. Soncini.
“I am extremely proud to see that IB has
been selected by Inmarsat to join the elite
club of its Application providers. And
given the sales results we are currently
enjoying, I believe that this agreement will
be a triple win situation, for IB customers,
IB and Inmarsat.”
“We are delighted that IB will become a
certified application provider for Fleet
Data,” said Marco Cristoforo Camporeale,
head of digital solutions, Inmarsat
Maritime. “This partnership will help
overcome key difficulties for those challenged by aggregating vessel data onboard
and getting it efficiently onshore into an
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integrated Fleet Control room to improve
performance.”
“It will allow ship operators and managers to access, control and analyse their
own data, through IB applications on Fleet
Data and via a secure platform that is fully
scalable, fleet-wide and now commercially
available on both Fleet Xpress and
FleetBroadband,” added Mr Cristoforo
Camporeale.

Left to right: Marco Cristoforo Camporeale,
head of digital solutions, Inmarsat
Maritime and IB Marine CEO,
Giampiero Soncini
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Maersk Supply Service partners
with Hanseaticsoft
https://www.maersksupplyservice.com/
https://hanseaticsoft.com/

replacing the legacy systems. Maersk
Supply Service can now perform its crew
and vessel management related tasks
using one central system rather than multiple different solutions, saving time, cost
and resources.
Cloud Crewing will be used to manage
general tasks such as the handling of
crew’s activity-based payroll, the management of crew particulars, dynamic crew
change management and to check compliance of documents. In addition to this,
Maersk Supply Service is using Cloud
Crewing’s Cashbox module to handle all
cash on board, the Bonded Store to register
and administrate all transactions from the
onboard shop as well as the Crew Portal –
enabling the crew to autonomously access
and manage their personal data or documents and to access company news and
shared data such as presentations or training schedules. Currently, a total of 1.100+
seafarers are managed using the new
system.
Alexander
Buchmann,
CEO
of
Hanseaticsoft, commented: “Maersk
Supply Service is one of the leading maritime service providers and we are very
happy they have chosen our product to
manage their crews.”

Maersk Supply Service has announced
that it has implemented the ship management system Cloud Fleet Manager from
German software provider Hanseaticsoft.
Maersk Supply Service will use the
Cloud Crewing module of the web-based
system for vessels and shore-bases to manage its crews and handle all crew-related
tasks. Cloud Fleet Manager benefits from
a variety of interfaces (APIs) that can be
used to import and export data from the
system. It is also able to share data from
Cloud Crewing with external providers,
especially as the extensive APIs of the payroll module are primarily used to further
utilise information for additional calculations and analytics using data warehouse
(DWH) and Power BI.
“We selected Cloud Fleet Manager
from Hanseaticsoft as our new Crew
Management system. It combines a standard platform with comprehensive functionality with a high degree of usability,
enabling us to deploy new features at a
faster pace. Working closely with
Hanseaticsoft’s dedicated team of professionals has contributed to a fast and
straightforward implementation, and we have
gained an increase in user
satisfaction and efficiency,” said Kevin Bro Beier,
head of crewing, Maersk
Supply Service.
While implementing
the system, data from four
different solutions that
were used to handle all
the crew related tasks previously, was imported
A screenshot of Cloud Fleet Manager by Hanseaticsoft
into Cloud Crewing, now

Dutch Dredging installs MirTac
fleet management system
https://www.dutchdredging.nl/
http://www.mirtac.nl/
Netherlands based fleet management solution provider MirTac has implemented its
StarIPS Fleet Management solution onboard
Dutch Dredging’s fleet of 28 vessels.
The companies have signed a contract
for maintenance consultancy, implementation and purchase of the Star Fleet
Management software including FSM,
Audit, Safety Management, Documents,
Docking and Maintenance.

28 of Dutch Dredging’s vessels will feature
MirTac’s StarIPS Fleet Management
solution

MirTac and Dutch Dredging jointly
assessed and improved Dutch Dredging’s
maintenance philosophy, safety and environmental management and spare parts
management.
Barend Tooten, managing director
MirTac, said: “We are proud that Dutch
Dredging, an innovative dredging company with an important Dutch history, has
chosen MirTac as their fleet management
business partner. We are looking forward
to continue working with the staff both in
the office as well as onboard the seagoing
and inland dredging vessels, dredging
assets and newbuilds.”
Johan Koole, head technical & purchasing department, commented: “We are
happy with the partnership with MirTac.
We have not only implemented the Star
software onboard our existing fleet but
also on our newbuild hopper dredge
‘Lesse’, our newbuild multi-purpose
plough vessel ‘Peter’ and the green
‘Airset’. We are confident that this collaboration will support us to efficiently manage our versatile fleet”.

Norvic Shipping migrates to
cloud-based Veslink solution
http://www.norvicshipping.com/
https://veson.com/

“Since we are a medium-sized company making the switch to the Platform, we
can be more agile and efficient in voyage
management. This will provide us with a
competitive edge,” added Ms Jacobsen.
“It is very exciting to see Norvic
Shipping adopt the Veslink IMOS
Platform as they continue to invest in digital strategies designed to support the
company’s rapid growth,” stated Ignacio
Labarthe, regional account manager at
Veson Nautical. “I look forward to continued engagement with our partners at
Norvic Shipping as we partner to bring
innovative solutions to the forefront of the
shipping industry.”
Norvic is planning to incorporate more
Veson solutions into daily operations,
beginning with implementation of Veson’s
Trading & Risk Module to aid in building
out its risk department.

Canadian operator of dry bulk vessels
Norvic Shipping has completed migration
from Veson Nautical’s IMOSlive system to
the cloud-based Veslink IMOS Platform
(VIP).
Reportedly, Norvic Shipping made the
switch to VIP in order to increase operational efficiency and reach by providing
employees with 24/7 universal access to
business systems and introducing dynamic cloud-based updates and features on a
continuous basis.
Norvic currently manages over 650 voyages a year. With a cloud-based solution,
Norvic plans to build upon this foundation
with digital tools that streamline workflows.
“A critical element behind the expansion of our partnership with Veson, is that
we see Veson continuing to invest in the
development of the product
and in maintaining a high
service and support standard,”
said
Majbritt
Jacobsen, head of business
process & applications at
Norvic. “The ability to drill
down in our data and present the findings in an intuitive format is becoming
increasingly important in
driving our P&L focus. The
Norvic has completed migration from Veson Nautical’s
Veslink IMOS Platform proIMOSlive system to the cloud-based Veslink IMOS
vides this ability.
Platform (above) to help better manage its fleet

Bourbon and Sonasurf deploy smart
shipping program with TOTAL
https://www.bourbonoffshore.com/
https://www.sonasurf.co.ao/
Bourbon & Sonasurf have signed a 3-year
cooperation agreement with TOTAL in
Angola for the deployment of the Smart
shipping program on 5 latest-generation
supply vessels of the Bourbon Explorer
500 series (DP2-equipped PSVs) operating
on blocks 17 and 32 off the Angolan coast.
BOURBON’s Smart shipping program
aims to reinforce the safety and reliability
of operations while reducing cost by 25 per
cent over the long term. It aims at:
- simplifying organisation onboard,
notably with the support of digital
technology
- transferring ashore functions that are
currently carried out onboard by connecting the vessels.
It is based on 3 pillars: operational model
aboard the vessel, predictive maintenance
and support of onshore operational centres.
Some of the innovations and optimisations deployed on the 5 vessels under contract with TOTAL include:
- The use of the dynamic positioning
(DP) system: its supervision is mutualised between maintenance and bridge
crews to reinforce the mix of expertise.
The system has been reinforced to
enable the continuous and remote
monitoring of DP’s integrity.
- The rationalisation of work organisa-
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tion onboard: Bourbon crews have digitalised some of the mandatory bridge’s
tasks and have developed applications
to simplify the crew's administrative
work and optimise their workload. The
elimination of administrative and routine tasks enable crews to focus on the
supervision of operations.
- The deployment of a new system of predictive maintenance for the main equipment on board: it enables the reduction
of vessel downtime and the impact on
customer operations by anticipating
incidents on equipment that are under
constant monitoring. It is coupled with
dedicated organisation onshore.
"This new mode of vessel operation
enables us to meet the challenge of controlling costs in the current time of recovering
activity. We are very happy to have been
able to move forward in collaborative
mode with TOTAL on this deployment
project in Angola" said Ivelino Do
Nascimento, Sonasurf operations manager.
"Our customers' trust and this project
in partnership with TOTAL in particular
are essential in the success of our #BOURBONINMOTION action plan. The deployment of the program at TOTAL prefigures
a new way of sustainable cooperation and
optimised services delivery to our customers with fewer resources," said Victor
Chevallier, CEO of Bourbon Marine &
Logistics.
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The Fugro Oceanstar anti-spooﬁng feature protects your vessel
against hostile GNSS attacks. Any attempt to manipulate the
vessel’s course or position triggers an alarm to alert the crew.

To ﬁnd out more visit
fugro.com/oceanstar
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Change is coming –
how technology will transform shipping
Historically, the adoption of digital technology in shipping has been slow in comparison
with many other industry sectors, but things are finally changing at a pace.

A

lexander Buchmann, managing
director, Hanseaticsoft says the
industry is entering an exciting
period of digital transformation, with cloud technology and mobile
apps being embraced by leading global
shipping companies, changing ship management irrevocably.

Change is coming
The next three years will see shipping companies using mobile apps to manage all
aspects of their business – to automate
tasks, manage their processes, resourcing
and to improve the wellbeing of seafarers.
The increased availability of reliable
connectivity at sea is driving this change.
The cost of internet connectivity has
reduced in recent years and more companies can access affordable fleet management cloud solutions and mobile apps.
Paper-based systems are finally being
replaced with digital ones and companies
are starting to use smart phones to manage
their operations.
One of the major beneficiaries of this
technological revolution are mariners.
According to Futurenautics Maritime’s
Crew Connectivity 2018 survey[1] of over
6,000 seafarers, 75 per cent now use the
Internet at sea – an increase of 32 per cent
or over half a million more crew (520,000,
to be exact) since the 2015 survey.
The report highlighted that seafarers are
typically using three devices onboard,
with smartphones the most popular
device, as well as laptops and even smart
watches and fitness trackers. This is positive as long voyages can be challenging for
mariners and the separation from family
and friends can take its toll.
In March, a study by international maritime charity Sailors’ Society and Yale
University found that more than a quarter
of seafarers show signs of depression,
while 45 per cent of them had not
approached anybody for help.
Having stable internet access allows
them to communicate regularly with families and loved ones at home and they can
use mobile apps to meet a range of needs –

from mental health support and wellbeing,
to knowing their rights and protecting the
marine environment.
There are huge business benefits too. As
Roger Adamson, CEO, Futurenautics
Maritime said in his report the industry
has acknowledged the pivotal enabling
role connectivity plays in every aspect of
their operations.
This realisation has meant that companies are now increasing their investment in
technology. According to the Navis
Business Bellwether report,[2] which tracks
the perceptions, intentions and mind set of
the global maritime industry, approximate-

Mr Buchmann says that many companies
are using mobile apps to automate and
improve tasks, from purchasing and stock
planning, through to crew management and
regulatory compliance.
ly 90 per cent of respondents expect their
company to increase technology spending
this year and 56 per cent indicate spending
will increase by six percent or more.

Data sharing to improve
collaboration and
management
For our customers, one of the biggest
advantages of having improved connectivity and the use of cloud solutions and apps
is sharing data in real time – something
which is fundamentally changing how
they operate.
Historically, accessing data and accurate
information was a big challenge. Without

the cloud, different teams would be
inputting and storing data in different systems, data may not have been accessible or
accurate or shared effectively with others.
According to the Seafarers International
Research Centre, the effective operation of
a modern vessel is determined by the quality of the relationships between shore side
personnel and sea staff and they recommended companies address the gulf
between ship and shore personnel to
improve ship-shore relations.
Having accurate and up to date business critical information in one place and
accessible to staff on or offshore is key to
improving communication and collaboration between crew members on and off the
ship. It also improves decision making and
eliminates the need for additional data
exchange. Staff no longer need to spend
time sending emails back and forth,
requesting or forwarding information.
Management decision making is also
improved. With one source of true data,
operators have a complete 360-degree
overview of their fleet and entire operations
which means they can react immediately
and confidently to information and their
decisions are based on accurate information.
Another major benefit is that cloud software doesn’t require big expense on new
infrastructure and staff don’t need to have
great IT skills. Most shipping cloud software
is intuitive and requires minimal training.

How is the cloud delivering
business benefits?
Many shipping companies are already
using cloud-based systems or mobile apps
on their smart phones to automate and
improve many tasks, from purchasing and
stock planning, through to crew management and complying with regulations such
as keeping track of waste, sewage and
sludge disposals and this will only increase.
Apps enable companies to manage their
process in a more accurate and reliable
way. They can be particularly useful for

areas such as purchasing, where companies benefit from web-based ordering and
gain real time insight into budgets and
operating expenses.
Using an app, purchasing executives
can stay on top of all stock ordering and
purchasing processes improving orders on
the go, make faster decisions and handle
all their important tasks.
We are seeing great demand from customers around the world who want to use
cloud-based solutions and apps to manage
maintenance, so they can track and monitor jobs and repairs and add them to the
system so they can be actioned immediately if needed.
Other key areas where apps are in
demand are for inspection reports, crew
management and scheduling and stock taking. Staff wellbeing can also be addressed
using cloud applications. We offer a module
where the shifts and rest periods of crew
members can be tracked and monitored to
ensure companies comply with industry
guidelines and standards.
With the increased uptake of apps, companies will see real efficiencies in terms of
time saving and improved procedures on
board that will drive efficiencies. Currently,
many companies are taking a modular and
gradual approach to introducing cloud
solutions and apps and this is sensible as
change needs to be carefully managed.
However, one thing is certain, the speed
of digitisation in the industry is accelerating.
Shipowners are constantly looking to drive
further efficiencies and savings, and you
only need to look at the success of companies
such as Amazon to see how emerging technologies and mobile apps offers an affordable and easy way to deliver both goals. DS

Author:
Alexander Buchmann,
managing director,
Hanseaticsoft

[1] http://www.crewconnectivity.com/?product=2018-crew-connectivity-survey-report
[2] http://www.bpinetwork.org/thought-leadership/studies/69/the-navis-business-bellwether

ERMA FIRST invests in METIS to accelerate safer and greener shipping
https://www.ermafirst.com/
https://www.metis.tech/
ERMA FIRST, the maritime-focused environmental engineering group, has
announced the acquisition of a controlling
interest in METIS Cyberspace Technology
with the overall aim to accelerate the
development of green digital solutions.
METIS’s cloud-based virtual personal
assistants provide in-time information,
diagnosis and prediction to company personnel through a conversational user interface focused on the requirements of ship-

ping companies. METIS’ expertise is seen
as complimentary, offering an extensive
added value to those of ERMA FIRST, a
spin-off
from
the
Environmental
Protection Engineering S.A. (EPE).
“We are extremely excited to be joining
forces with METIS. We have been admirers
of the company since its inception,” said
managing director of ERMA FIRST
Konstantinos Stampedakis. “Our vision for
METIS is to allow its team to continue
doing what it does so well and to strengthen the company’s ability to provide solutions for smarter, safer, greener and more

efficient solutions for the maritime industry. We also expect that the addition of
METIS’s expertise will further enhance
ERMA FIRST’s existing after-sales capabilities, enabling us to serve ERMA FIRST
BWTS FIT client vessels in real time.
“Together, we will produce new products and services, extending the coverage
of the ship’s operation towards a more
sustainable future. METIS already offers a
unique product but has unlimited capabilities that go well beyond performance
monitoring.”
CEO of METIS, Mike Konstantinidis,
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commented: “We are delighted to receive
the endorsement of ERMA FIRST and
become a valuable member of the company. Shipping is on the brink of a new era
and, as exciting possibilities arise, we now
have a stronger base to explore them
together.
“ERMA FIRST has established its name
worldwide for quality, innovation and
service and METIS can only be strengthened by their network, longstanding
focus on green solutions for shipping and
their overall commitment to the maritime
industry.”
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• Danish Shipping is No. 5 on the list
of global operator nations

• More than 10 pct. Increase in operated
GT from 2017 to 18
• Danish ﬂagged merchant ﬂeet has
grown by 25 pct. from 2017 to 2018
• Biggest Danish export business
(200 billion DKK)
• 6.200 employed land-based – 17.000
seafarers
• 100.000 employees in the Danish
Maritime Cluster
• 98% of the Danish operated ﬂeet,
managed from the Copenhagen area

EXCUSES FOR
EXHIBITING

• Organized in cooperation with Bella
Center - one of the most experienced
and biggest organizers of fairs in
Scandinavia
• Free entrance. Registration in advance
or on arrival
• Free conferences and all other activities
• Two event days to concentrate and
using fewer resources of the
exhibitors’ staff

• All activities at Bella Center
- no wasted time with transport
• Activities are scheduled to avoid
conﬂicts

• Half-day conferences, workshops, etc.
makes it easier for employees to get
permission = more visitors
• Tracks with professional agendas
approved by the shipowners - focusing
on approved submissions from the
exhibitors
• Included breaks in all events, giving
time to visit the exhibitors
• Possibilities for the exhibitors to brand
themselves with relevant tracks - both
on the stand and in a special overview
in the Fair Guide
• Visiting wonderful Copenhagen

WWW.DANISHMARITIMEFAIR.DK
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Six ways to spend less and add value in 2020
It will be a rare fleet manager or marine superintendent who isn’t looking for ways to make year-on-year cost savings as
we edge closer to 2020. The rising cost of compliance – in particular the IMO 2020 fuel switch – together with short
term trade disruptions and the need for increased investment in monitoring and managing vessel performance
will keep margins under pressure, writes Hayley van Leeuwen, director of product, Global Navigation Solutions.

A

lack of insight into where
spending is least efficient is
often one of the things preventing shipping companies from
taking advantage of the cost saving solutions available to them. Often the time
required in analysis of ROI of new technology or services can feel like it negates any
gains that might be made.
But as the shipping industry moves into
an era that swaps long-standing inefficiencies for optimised performance, such
insight is becoming essential. In fact, it
doesn’t always need analysis but rather
identifying the areas where value leaks
and how to address them.
As an early Christmas present for an
industry rather nervously contemplating
the new year, we’ve put together half a
dozen hacks to save money in 2020 that
really don’t need too much number
crunching to know they are a good idea.

Navigate your chart
outlay
First, if your fleet is navigating using
ECDIS and ENCs, your vessels are almost
certainly buying more ENCs that they ever
actually need or use. Our data shows that
even the best managed shipping companies overspend on digital navigation, some
by quite staggering proportions.
In any given month, vessels buy, but
don’t use, as much as 90 per cent of the
ENCs they purchase. A real example of
this sort of unnecessary expenditure shows
us that some $900-worth of the $938 the
vessel in question purchased in June 2019
were never actually sailed through before
they expired.
The image shows ENC usage for a real
vessel from June 2019. Red polygons show
ENCs purchased but never sailed through;
in this example equal to $900 a month.
Obviously we’ve anonymised this example
to spare the shipowner’s blushes.
With more accurate purchasing using
route-based ordering tools, just in time
onboard delivery of ENC permits and
ongoing monitoring of ENC purchasing

and usage by shore-based management
teams, there are significant opportunities
for cost savings here.

Only buy what you
really need
Next, one of the best ways to immediately
save money in 2020 is by switching to a
cost-price navigation data.
The data collected by GNS since 2015
show endemic levels of overspending, particularly on ENCs, representing many
thousands of dollars of untapped savings
for the shipping industry each year.
In the digital era, GNS believes there is
a new opportunity for greater transparency using software and analytics to purchase more accurately and stamp out overspending as well as an equally big opportunity for cost savings as a result.
Buying navigation supplies at cost price
instantly reduces the bill; on a bill of $10,000
per vessel we estimate owners could be
instantly saving as much as $3,000 next year.

Where’s my stuff?
Many shipping companies pay an annual
subscription for vessel tracking in order to
display positions of their vessels in the
office to provide greater situational awareness and support decision-making.
These days, however, with many maritime suppliers now including vessel tracking as part of their standard package,
there’s no need to pay for this service independently of other services.
You’ll need to shop around to make
sure that you are replacing like-with-like in
terms of polling frequency and other features, but worth it for savings of as much
as $500 per vessel per year.

Get comms under control
Communications remain the shipowners
favourite whipping boy, despite some estimates putting them at around 1 per cent of
daily opex. The fact remains that shore to
ship calls from office landlines can be
expensive.
A VSAT-equipped vessel may well be

Hayley van Leeuwen, director of product, Global Navigation Solutions says that
if your fleet is navigating using ECDIS and ENCs, your vessels are almost
certainly buying more ENCs that they ever actually need or use.
using VoIP for the majority of calls, but if
your ships are in the +/-60 per cent that
don’t yet have VSAT and are calling from
either your office landline or mobile, you
are probably paying call charges ranging
from $6 to $11 per minute depending on
where you are in the world.
Digital ship calling services enable users
to call L-Band terminals for a fixed, flat fee
from anywhere in the world. The call quality is exceptional and they are incredibly
easy to use; simply go online, create an
account, top up your balance and start saving on calls straightaway.
Shipping companies can set up a corporate account and pay monthly, just like
your mobile phone bill.

Less cash means
smaller bills
Next is the question of money itself. While
much of the developed world is going
cashless and contactless, most shipping
companies still keep large amounts of cash
on board their ships to pay for incidentals
and expenses.
Sending cash to ships and keeping levels
topped-up isn’t just risky, it’s expensive.

Singapore launches project to trial blockchain registration system
https://www.ssa.org.sg/
The Singapore Shipping Association
(SSA), the International Chamber of
Commerce (ICC) and blockchain firm
Perlin have confirmed they are working on
a blockchain-based ship registration and
renewal system.
Known as the International E-Registry
of Ships (IERS), the e-registration system
will reduce time, costs and errors by
running
on
self-executing
smart
contracts. In a joint press release, the
companies stated that the system hopes
to “drastically improve the currently

laborious ship registration and renewal
process.”
The IERS will be powered by Perlin's
Wavelet to create a blockchain e-register,
which will run on self-executing smart
contracts, a streamlined relationship management platform and simplified data
entry user systems.
The Maritime and Port Authority of
Singapore is testing the IERS ship-registration process and looking into an open
Application Programming Interface in the
registration process.
Once the IERS has been successfully
tested in Singapore, ICC says it hopes for

global adoption of the standard among its
members and affiliated chambers. The ICC
will also help submit the IERS in all international government tenders.
“The ICC recognises Singapore as a
highly dynamic international hub for continuing industry innovation. Working
with Perlin, our goal is for the IERS built
in Singapore as the world’s first digital
blockchain shipping registry solution to
be showcased and adopted globally to
help power the next 100 years of shipping-based trade across all industries,”
said John Denton AO, secretary general of
the ICC.
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Some ship agents in some countries charge
as much as 6 per cent for Cash-to-Master
services, not to mention the value lost in
exchange rates and other hidden fees.
It often also means that shipping companies have huge amounts of cash sitting
in ships’ safes that could be in the bank
earning interest. All that cash also makes it
difficult to keep track of what is being
spent and by whom.
Working with our partner Caxton FX
we have shown it’s possible to provide a
more cost-effective way to manage ship
cash that is also more secure, transparent
and easier to manage.

Keep in Trim
Christmas is coming and that means some
of us will work hard to avoid piling on the
pounds. The New Year is the time for resolutions and leaner performance is normally at the top of most people’s lists.
In recent years there’s been lots of talk
in the shipping industry about the efficiency gains to be had from trim optimisation.
Most options will still require hefty
upfront outlay on sensors and other
onboard equipment that most shipping
companies will find hard to justify in the
current economic climate – despite the
potential fuel savings they may deliver.
That’s before the in-house process of
understanding and interpreting the data that
results, at the end of which you may find that
data is not yours to share as you wish.
Now, though, there are some much
lower cost trim optimisation options out
there like Trim Advisor from Dutch startup, Rensmarine, which uses a softwareonly model to calculate the optimum trim
per voyage.
Fleets can run no-obligation trials of the
service to evaluate its effectiveness before
they buy. With no financial risk and significant fuel savings to be gained, it feels like
another no-brainer for the shipowner’s
Christmas stocking.
DS
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Listen to the sea
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The International Shipping Exhibition
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Fischer Panda to supply electric propulsion system for autonomous ship
https://www.fischerpanda.co.uk/
Fischer Panda UK has announced a contract to supply, install and commission a
complete electric propulsion system for
the Mayflower Autonomous Ship (MAS)
project.
The installation includes motors, batteries, diesel generators and associated power
and control electronics, which will help the
vessel successfully achieve its unmanned
Atlantic crossing, scheduled for September
2020.
The voyage, from Plymouth, UK to
Plymouth, Massachusetts, is proposed for
next year in celebration of the 400th
anniversary of the voyage of the pilgrim
fathers. Equipped with advanced research
sensors and IBM’s latest AI, Power servers
and edge technologies, the 15m trimaran is
expected to make the crossing in approximately 12 days at speeds up to 20 knots.
This is a significant leap from the original
Mayflower’s 60 days at 2.5 knots. To
achieve this, she will be powered by a 21st
century fully-electric propulsion system
from Fischer Panda, primarily charged by
wind and solar energy which, the builders
anticipate, will give unlimited range in
equatorial sunshine and breeze – although
Fischer Panda diesel generators will offer
backup should conditions be less ideal.
MAS is a collaborative venture between
several academic and commercial institutions. Leading the initiative is ProMare, a
non-profit charity established to promote
marine research and exploration through-

out the world, and the vessel is being
designed by Whiskerstay and MSubs, both
companies with extensive experience
developing manned and unmanned
marine vehicles. The Universities of
Plymouth and Birmingham are also significantly involved, respectively developing
the research pods and virtual/augmented
reality systems.
“We wanted to buy an end-to-end
hybrid drive that was fully integrated and
tested by the manufacturer and we knew
would work. We’ve used Fischer Panda in
the past for our military work and found
them to be very reliable,” said Brett
Phaneuf, managing director of MSubs.
The equipment, which will be installed
and commissioned by Fischer Panda UK’s
engineering team, will comprise:
• Two 48V DC generators – a 22kW
Fischer Panda AGT 22000 and a 4kW
Fischer Panda AGT 4000. Both generators are in ‘PVM’ format, with a dry
exhaust. This removes the need for a
raw water intake, a potential source of
leakage or corrosion.
• Two 48V Fischer Panda 20kW 600rpm
Easybox shaft motors.
• A Mastervolt Mass Combi 48/3500-50
Inverter and Charger, supported by a
battery management system for control
and monitoring.
• A 38.4kWh battery bank consisting of
eight of the new Mastervolt MLi Ultra
5500 Lithium Ion batteries, providing
800Ah at 48V.
“We’re delighted to be involved in this
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Mayflower at Sea. Image courtesy of the University of Birmingham
Human Interface Technologies Team
innovative venture, and for our products
to be chosen to play such a vital role. We
look forward to supporting the MAS team
throughout the project,” said Barry Fower,
managing director at Fischer Panda UK.
MAS is designed so that sensor and control modules can be easily exchanged,
allowing units developed on shore to be
swapped and tested with minimal installation. On passage, the vessel is expected to
collect significant data to assist research
into ocean conditions, marine pollution,
meteorology and conservation, and to

refine autonomous navigation and
machine learning techniques.
With hybrid drives, autonomous control and environmental awareness all at the
leading edge of marine research at present,
MAS is likely to prove a blueprint for
future developments. “This is the first of
many vessels to come,” said Fredrik
Soreide, ProMare project director. “This is
a seagoing vessel which can go a long distance. Most previous unmanned vessels
have only been able to go short distances,
so this is a big change.”

Airbus advances maritime capabilities
with HAROPA-Port of Le Havre agreement
https://www.haropaports.com/
https://www.airbus.com/
Airbus and HAROPA-Port of Le Havre
have signed an industrial and distribution
agreement to advance navigation surveillance and optimise port and stopover
operations.
The agreement relates to a joint software solution based on the Airbus VTS
(Vessel Traffic Services) product family
STYRIS and Port of Le Havre solution SWiNG (a digital service for port management). The aim is to offer an advanced and
high-performance solution that is capable
of ensuring better navigation.
Airbus, the UNION MARITIME ET
PORTUAIRE (UMEP), HAROPA - Port du
Havre and SOGET have also joined forces
in the context of the Smart Port City project
in order to consider and contribute to the
development of an industrial cybersecurity
strategy and platform. They will define the
technical, legal, administrative and financial framework to offer the services of a
Security Operations Centre (SOC). These
services made available to citizens, large
companies and SMEs of the Le Havre port
economic zone, can constitute an operational solution that will allow them to innovate, connect and evolve, while making
cybersecurity an asset to their development.
This service platform could form part of a
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larger-scale strategy aimed at feeding a
maritime platform based on a national SOC.
Through the signing of these two agreements, Airbus reinforces its maritime capabilities, co-creates and distributes value
added services and extends its maritime
portfolio to better address the needs of
ports and harbours with digital services.
The agreement responds to the new challenges that ports now face.
“These partnerships will make it easier
for our existing solutions to integrate key
areas of innovation such as blockchain
technology. They will also improve confidence in the quality of digital data and the
traceability of changes. Our ambition is to
consolidate our position as a major, secure,
digital port on the Seine corridor and
throughout France,” said Baptiste
Maurand, director of Port of Le Havre.
“Partnering is in our nature and allows
us to grow and reinforce Airbus as a key
player in the maritime domain. It helps us
not only to increase our maritime portfolio
and create new services that can be exported and implemented at any other port in
the world, but also to contribute to port
cybersecurity, to make our oceans safer
and, which is more important, to support
port authorities in their day-to-day challenges,” said Evert Dudok, head of communications, intelligence and security at
Airbus Defence and Space.
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IBM joins Mayflower autonomous ship project
ple can spend onboard – a prohibitive factor
for many of today’s marine scientific misIBM THINK has joined a global consor- sions,” said Brett Phaneuf, founding board
tium of partners, led by marine research member of ProMare and director of the
organisation ProMare, that is building an Mayflower Autonomous Ship project.
unmanned, fully-autonomous ship that “With this project, we are pioneering a costwill cross the Atlantic on the fourth cente- effective and flexible platform for gathering
nary of the original Mayflower voyage in data that will help safeguard the health of
the ocean and the industries it supports.”
September 2020.
The vessel will carry three research
The Mayflower Autonomous Ship
(MAS) will use IBM’s servers, AI, cloud pods containing an array of sensors and
and edge computing technologies to navi- scientific instrumentation that scientists
gate autonomously and avoid ocean haz- will use to advance understanding in a
ards as it makes its way from Plymouth, number of vital areas such as maritime
England to Plymouth, Massachusetts. If cybersecurity, marine mammal monitorsuccessful, it will be one of the first self- ing, sea level mapping and ocean plastics.
navigating, full-sized vessels to cross the The work will be coordinated by the UK’s
Atlantic Ocean and opens the door to a University of Plymouth with support from
IBM and ProMare.
new era of autonomous research ships.
“IBM helped mankind land on the
“Putting a research ship to sea can cost
tens of thousands of dollars or pounds a moon and is excited by the challenge of
day and is limited by how much time peo- using advanced technologies to cross and
research oceans,” said Andy
Stanford-Clark, chief technology
officer, IBM UK. “By providing
the brains for the Mayflower
Autonomous Ship, we are pushing the boundaries of science and
autonomous technologies for the
good of the world.”
The UK’s University of
Birmingham is also part of the
project. The university will be
responsible for the use of virtual,
augmented and mixed reality
The Mayflower Autonomous Ship will navigate
autonomously from Plymouth, England to Plymouth, technologies in the MAS mission.
By pairing IBM PowerAI
Massachusetts. If successful, it will be one of the
first self-navigating, full-sized vessels to cross the
Vision technology with IBM
Atlantic Ocean
Power
Systems
accelerated
https://www.ibm.com/

servers based on the same technology as
the world’s most powerful supercomputers, IBM is helping ProMare to build deep
learning models capable of recognising
navigation hazards which come into view
in the MAS’s onboard video cameras.
Trained on real data and images from the
Plymouth Sound in the UK, MAS will be
capable of recognising hazards such as
buoys, debris and other ships and will
have constant situational awareness
thanks to RADAR, AIS (Automated
Identification Systems) and LIDAR – the
same technology used in autonomous cars.
When a hazard is detected, MAS will
use IBM’s Operational Decision Manager
software to help decide autonomously
whether to change course or, in case of
emergencies, speed out of the way drawing additional power from its onboard
back-up generator. Fusing data from maritime maps, sensors and weather forecasts,
MAS will be able to determine the optimal
path and speed it should take across the
Atlantic.
During the voyage, edge devices will
collect and analyse ship data and store it
locally. When satellite connectivity is
available, the edge devices will upload it to
edge nodes located onshore. ProMare will
update the deep learning models and push
them out to the ship as required. The edge
nodes are connected to IBM Cloud, where
data is stored in IBM Cloud Object Storage.
The hull of the Mayflower Autonomous
Ship is currently being constructed in
Gdansk, Poland by Aluship Technology,
before being transported to Plymouth, UK
later this year.

ABB to bring autonomous technology to Singapore
https://new.abb.com/
ABB, in collaboration with Keppel O&M’s
technology arm, Keppel Marine and
Deepwater Technology (KMDTech), will
jointly develop the technology for
autonomous vessels and retrofit a 32metre harbour tugboat with leading-edge
digital solutions, enabling autonomous
vessel operations in the Port of Singapore
at the end of 2020.
Upon project completion, the vessel is
anticipated to be South Asia’s first
autonomous tug.
During the initial phase of the project,
the vessel, operated by Keppel Offshore &
Marine’s joint-venture company Keppel
Smit Towage, will complete a series of
navigational tasks in a designated test area
in the Port of Singapore, steered from an
onshore control centre. The second phase
of the project will see the vessel perform
autonomous collision avoidance tasks
while under remote supervision.
“This project is a key marker on our digital journey as it demonstrates our capabilities as a leader in intelligent shipping technology and proves the success of our
Electric. Digital. Connected. vision for the
maritime industry,” said Juha Koskela,
managing director, ABB Marine & Ports.
“The intent of our technology is not to
entirely remove the crew, but rather to
relieve the crew from the tasks than can be

automated and thus enable them to perform where a tugboat manoeuvres other vessels
by pushing or towing them, often in
at their best during critical operations.”
With this project, ABB takes the next crowded harbours, can be demanding. In
step towards autonomous shipping, build- addition, sometimes the tugs have to do
ing on the insights gained from the long transits to get to their destination.
ground-breaking trial of a remotely oper- Performing the transit autonomously and
ated passenger ferry Suomenlinna II, car- under remote supervision would enable
ried out in Helsinki harbour in November the onboard crew to rest and be alert when
2018. The Port of Singapore, which sees they are needed in the actual work of the
over 130,000 vessels calling annually, has tug.
KMDTech will work with the Maritime
exponentially denser shipping patterns,
which will add another layer of complexi- Port Authority of Singapore (MPA) and
the Technology Centre for Offshore and
ty to the trials.
The trials aim to validate the increased Marine, Singapore (TCOMS) to develop
safety and efficiency of tug operations by various technologies and be the system
utilising digital solutions that are already integrator for the autonomous solutions.
available today for nearly any kind of ves- American Bureau of Shipping (ABS) will
sel. Integral to the trials will be ABB provide the Approval in Principle for the
Ability Marine Pilot portfolio of solutions, novel features such as Remote Navigation
which enable the ‘sense-decide-act’ loop Control and Autonomous Control System.
required for any form
of autonomy. ABB
Ability Marine Pilot
Vision will provide
the sensor fusion from
existing and new systems to generate a
digital
situational
awareness while ABB
Ability Marine Pilot
Control will execute
the necessary conning
commands.
Tugboat illustration. Image courtesy of ABB
Tug
operations,
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ONE SEA adds Awake.AI
to autonomous ship
ecosystem
https://www.oneseaecosystem.net/
https://awake.ai/
Industry alliance ONE SEA has signed up
Awake.AI to its team to drive standards and
pathways to facilitate autonomous shipping.
Awake.AI is aiming to create a new
platform and ML models (machine learning) based on transparent data sharing to
break down the barriers between ships,
ports and other actors in the maritime
logistics chain. The ‘virtual infrastructure’
will be vital if ports are to handle
autonomous ships successfully from prearrival, through cargo operations and to
onward departure, according to the
Finnish start-up.
Drawing on experience from digital
innovators that include Nokia, Microsoft,
Rolls-Royce Marine, Aker and academia,
Awake.AI leverages collective expertise in
#intelligent and autonomous ship systems, AI data pipelines, system architecture, cloud and network design and cybersecurity.
Joining ONE SEA brings Awake.AI into
a commercially neutral industry cluster
that already plays host to the technology
leaders in autonomous shipping, including ABB, Cargotec, Ericsson, Inmarsat,
Kongsberg Maritime, MTI, Tieto and
Wärtsilä as well as a range of other maritime stakeholders.
“Today’s data silos result from legacy
systems developed when interoperability
wasn’t a pressing need,” said Awake.AI
CEO, Karno Tenovuo. “Moving forward,
the more information is shared, the greater
are the opportunities to automate. Our task
is to develop the digital handshakes (APIs)
between different supply-chain actors, freeing data to enable smarter ships and ensure
their acceptance by smart ports.
“Already, we are having conversations
with ONE SEA
stakeholders
from across the
ecosystem
to
work
through
strategies to create standards and
pathways
that
will
facilitate
Karno Tenovuo,
autonomous
CEO, Awake.AI
shipping.”
Jukka Merenluoto, Ecosystem Lead,
ONE SEA, commented: “We are delighted
to welcome Awake.AI on board: enabling
the smooth flow of data between different
players is integral to ONE SEA’s roadmap
to transition from remote monitoring to
remote control, and to increasing vessel
autonomy by 2025. We also advocate the
benefits of maritime digitalisation in its
own right, to minimise incidents, decrease
marine traffic’s environmental footprint
and improve commercial efficiency.”
“Our membership includes the wellestablished technology firms making the
running on autonomous ships, but it is
important we accommodate newer players, like Awake.AI, who can bring fresh
perspectives on how to meet the challenges on the road towards realising
workable autonomous solutions,” continued Mr Merenluoto.
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Sperry Marine unveils CompassNet
upgrade for simplified maintenance
Unique open platform for heading management reduces
installation time and supports easier integration
of third party equipment.

N

orthrop Grumman Sperry
Marine has enhanced its compass retrofit capability with
the release of CompassNet 1.2,
creating an open platform for heading
management which combines multiple
heading inputs, including from third party
compasses.
The latest version of CompassNet dramatically reduces the time and complexity
of retrofits and is designed to support
Sperry Marine’s vision of integrated digital
navigation services, providing a simplified
process for capturing data from multiple
sources.
CompassNet network technology is
unique among gyro compass systems and
also supports ease of installation and
upgrade, since multiple units can be connected via network cables without the
need to replace accessories such as heading repeaters.
“Installing a dual gyro compass system
under the previous architecture might
require close to 400 cables and connections, with CompassNet, the amount of
cables for a dual compass system is
reduced to around 50,” explained Sandra
Gassig, product line manager, Compass,
Speed Log and Steering, Sperry Marine.
“By specifying a refit using CompassNet
1.2, installation time can be reduced to half
of what was needed with the previous
architecture.”
This is in part because of the smart con-

nections between components. Sperry’s
Data Distribution Unit picks up input
signals directly from different points on
the bridge, meaning is not necessary to
connect to each compass separately
because information will be made available to all devices on the network through
the DDU.

Sperry's digital vision
Sperry Marine’s vision for digital navigation is for heading data captured using
CompassNet 1.2 to be accessible off
the bridge and ultimately shared with
shoreside teams using the Sperry Sphere
platform.
“We are already collecting data for
use by the Sperry Service team to quickly
analyse system status and give us
intelligence on the performance, which
makes it easier to identify problems
and faults,” added Ms Gassig. “The use
of a system like CompassNet already
provides multiple advantages for the
navigation team, because as an open
platform it means operators only need
to provide training for crew on a single
system.”
Installing CompassNet also represents
significant cost savings for shipowners as
additional or replacement compasses can
be installed alongside existing equipment
without loss of integrity, the need for recalibration or replacement of the complete
system.
DS

Sperry Marine’s CompassNet 1.2 aims to create an open platform for heading management
which combines multiple heading inputs, including from third party compasses

ChartCo and Marine Press merge to create OneOcean
https://www.chartco.com/
https://www.marinepress.com/
ChartCo has merged with Canadian navigation solutions provider, Marine Press to
create a new company called OneOcean to
offer a large range of navigation and compliance solutions to the maritime sector.
The merger of these global companies
will provide extensive R&D opportunities
towards the development of digital maritime solutions. OneOcean’s continued
investment in innovation will drive the
maritime sector forward, with the overall
aim of reinforcing safer, cleaner and more
efficient working practices throughout the
shipping industry.
Martin Taylor, chief executive officer of
ChartCo, announced the merger, saying:
“Following the success of three recent
acquisitions, we have been looking to further expand our business. We identified
Marine Press as a like-minded partner that

would complement our own business and
expand the offerings to our growing international client base. Marine Press has created game-changing navigation software
and award-winning products and services
that will complement our own integrated
digital navigation products to really create
a huge step forward for both of our customer bases.”
He continued: “The new OneOcean
business will reflect the collaboration,
knowledge and expertise of both companies and build on our individual strengths
of research and development, service and
support and territorial reach. I believe
clients of both companies will see an
immediate and comprehensive benefit to
the move, and I am really looking forward
to working with Nicholas and his team as
part of this merger.”
Nicholas Bourque, president of Marine
Press, added: “This is a great opportunity
for the Marine Press team and our clients,

and I am looking forward to the creation of
this new global company and the joining of
our two businesses. OneOcean will have,
by far, the largest R&D capability in the
sector and will offer the most innovative
solutions for maritime compliance and
digital navigation. The technology
roadmap that the combined group is working on is really exciting, building on ‘best
in class’ solutions from both organisations,
and will take ship management into a new
digital era.”
During the coming months, the two
companies will transition to a single
OneOcean business operation. Until then,
existing sales and service operations of
both ChartCo and Marine Press will continue, and customer operations will remain
unchanged.
OneOcean will be the largest single digital solutions company in the maritime
industry, serving almost 20,000 vessels and
a variety of shore-based stakeholders.
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Left to right: Nicholas Bourque, president
of Marine Press and Martin Taylor, chief
executive officer of ChartCo
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